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Obama’s Birth Records:

Kenya vs Hawaii ?

These reportedly are two of Barack Hussein Obama II’s official birth records, one
is from Mombasa Hospital, Kenya where his grandmother Sarah says she witnessed
his birth, the other from Hawaii DOH. Both claim Obama was born August 4, 1961.
As 2008, the big media was pushing the idea that there were serious questions
The Washington Post report explains the decision came about because of the
of constitutional eligibility to be answered by well known war hero and former president's distress that questions about his eligibility were dominating news,
congressman John McCain who was running for president on the Republican while his propaganda was suddenly taking a back seat. Dan Pfeiffer, White House
ticket. The U.S. Senate held investigations, and concluded he was eligible for one comms director, said the issue closed in 2008 when Obama shut the door with his
reason – both of this parents were American citizens. McCain had to show the fraudulent short form Certificate of Live Birth from DOH.
Senate his long-form birth certificate to prove he was eligible.
O's concerns had been raised when he was interviewed by ABC's George
Obama’s eligibility was never once questioned by big media during the cam- Stephanopoulos – and he expected a discussion of financial issues.
paign 2008, inspite of a near total lack of known life history. And, big media
Instead, he was peppered with questions about his citizenship eligibility.
never reported information or questions from those who did demand proof from Obama, described by the Post as incredulous...a subject Obama considered 'frivObama and the DNC, and provided documentary evidence that Obama was born olous, was dominating, and he was warned that the questions might confront his
in Kenya, and that his father was NOT an American Citizen, and his mother was re-election efforts. So it was on April 22, Obama asked about getting a copy of
under age. Big media never asked for proof of Obama's eligibility, and the flim- his long form birth certificate from Hawaii.
siest evidence favoring Obama was accepted on faith. Furthermore, Obama, after
Suddenly, Obama was the driving force behind getting his birth certificate,
promising transparancy if elected, has blocked all his records from birth to college the one he blocked for two years, the one his good buddy Hawaii governor Neil
to politics and spending $2-million dollars to block FOIA and lawsuits.
Aberblabbercommie made headlines promissing to produce from DOH or
American Citizens want to know if Barack H. Obama II is qualified under the Archives but finally declared he could not find it. Yes, he could not find it.
Constitutional requirement that he must be a natural born American citizen, born
Now, with Barack Obama's Hawaiian birth documentation to its highest level
on US soil to parents who are both American Citizens.
ever, the State of Hawaii suddenly started enforcing a policy that no one - not even
Question 1: Was Obama born in Hawaii, or Kenya? Evidence conflicts, and the president of the United States - can obtain a copy of his own birth certificate
must be investigated to see if either or both Birth Certificates are fraud.
from the state's Department of Health. Smells like a cover up to me !
Question 2: Were both of Obama's parents American citizens?
Obama’s attorney Corley obtained an EXEMPTION from standard
Answer: No, according to Obama. He says his father was a Kenyan visiting Hawaiian DOH laws, which prohibit copying long form birth records. Surprise?
student, a subject of the United Kingdom, who would have transferred U.K. citiDr. Jerome Corsi has described his book “Where’s the Birth Certificate? The
zenship to his son, if indeed Barack Hussein Obama I were his father. Case that Barack Obama is Not Eligible to Be President,” as the result of three
Furthermore, if Stanley Ann Dunham were actually his birth mother, she may years of research. "I traveled to Kenya and to Hawaii. I have hired private inveshave been too young to confer U.S. citizenship upon Obama, making him not a tigators and hadthe help of inside sources in Kenya, Indonesia and Hawaii. The
dual citizen, but a U.K. citizen only, and not qualified to be POTUS.
book will contain startling new information, and with documents the public has
According to Obama’s book, Obama was adopted by his stepfather, an never seen before."
Indonesian named Lolo Soetoro. If that is the case, the original birth certificate
Even though the president has released a document as his birthcertificate, the
from USA would have been changed. Why wasn't it? If the certification of live controversy over his eligibility remains, since those who are concerned about
birth is a legitimate reflection of his long-form birth certificate, why wasn't it upholding the Constitutional requirements for President where Obama seems inelupdated with the adoption? Further, Obama moved to Indonesia with his stepfa- igible have said a Hawaii birth was only part of the puzzle, because both parents
ther, attended elementary school registered as Indonesian/Muslim, raising even must be American Citizens as well, as are McCain’s parents.
Obama still has not released passport records, kindergarten records, Punahou
more questions about his citizenship, not just his status as a "natural born citizen."
school
records, OccidentalCollegerecords, Columbia University records,
What prompted Obama to release birth certificate?
Columbia
thesis, Harvard Law School records, Harvard Law Review articles,
Obama’s writen request to Hawaii DOH last week came the day after a book,
University
of Chicago articles, Illinois State Bar Association records, Illinois
“Where’s The Birth Certificate” by investigator Corsi hit No. 1 on Amazon.
State
Senate
records and schedules, medical records, Obama/Dunham marriage
And, Obama knows that on May 2, the court case that is expected to finally force
license,
Obama/Dunham
divorce documents, Soetoro/Dunham marriage license
him to prove his citizenship status and expose his fraud and treason filed by
and
adoption
records.
Obviously,
Obama’s newly released long form BC – veriUnited States Justice Foundation is scheduled for hearing. Of course Donald
fying
Kenyan
national
Barack
Obama
Sr. as the father – actually proves his inelTrump’s celebrity status demanding proof from Obama; and, polls showing over
igibility,
because
the
definition
of
the
Constitution's
requirement for only a "nathalf of Americans believe Obama was born in Kenya are also likely to put a
ural
born
Citizen"
to
be
president
as
understood
with
the document was written
damper on Obama’s announced intention to try to be elected to a second term if
would
exclude
those
with
a
parent
who
is
not
a
citizen
of the U.S. PAU !
the eligibilty questions are not resolved, early like now. But its more fraud.
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Gasoline Prices Book Review: Waves of Resistance
Surfing and History in Twentieth-Century Hawai‘i
Reflect
Author : Isiah Helekunihi Walker
Obama-econoHawai‘i is known for the sport of
surfing. In Waves of Resistance,
my inflation
author Isaiah Helekunihi Walker maintains that throughout the twentieth cenDebt Crisis
tury Hawaiian surfers have successfully

Why is price of gasoline suddenly
so high? Its kind of a long story, but it
starts like this: Traditional history
courses were torn down in favor of
"queer" studies, black studies, Asian
studies, women's studies; language was
deconstructed in order to remove its capitalistic foundations; traditional sexual
mores were torn asunder in the name of
"tolerance." Barack H. Obama usurping
the Office of President was the result,
and crashing of the dollar causing the rise in price for gasoline is what he does in
order to push his socialist dictatorship in place of existing Law of the Land
Constitution for the United States of America limits on powers of government.
As the numbers show, the debt cannot be repaid without dollar debasement.
That means it takes more dollars to buy the same gallon of gas.
If the US were a company, it’d already be in Chapter 11. This
should be a WHOPPER of a big story, though it somehow has not caught the attention of most people except then they get to the gas pump, and slowly the food
stores prices are increasing, too. Can you spell INFLATION ?
Obama’s Treasury Department has projected that the government will reach
the $14.3 trillion debt-ceiling limit no later than May 16 and run out of options for
avoiding default by early July. Guess what the price of gasoline will be then?
The Obama-thing in America: We're going to live at the expense of our neighbors. For the first time in modern history, the government is paying out more
money, in cash, to citizens, than it is taking in taxes. We spent $2.3 trillion on direct
benefits to taxpayers last year, while the government's total income was only $2.2
trillion. Roughly 60% of all Americans now receive some significant financial
benefit from the government. Meanwhile, less than 50% of all people pay any federal income taxes. And roughly 10% of all taxpayers foot virtually all the significant income taxes levied.
Guess how much federal taxes you pay on a gallon of gasoline!
Do you think Obama’s Justice Department will announce a thorough investigation into the activities of the Federal Reserve? Nope. Do you think they will
bother to explain to the American people how the Federal government used all its
powers and trillions of dollars in new money to save Wall Street's biggest banks,
to bail out highly leveraged insurance companies, and to prop up our country's
automakers? No, no, and no.
Do you think anyone will explain how, by creating trillions in new money and
credit, Obama solved our economic problems? BTW, it is not Constitutional to
charge one citizen a different rate of tax than another. We all ought to be equal
under the law, regardless of our income.
Likewise, I don't believe the government ought to be involved in paying for
medicine. Why not? When is the last time in history a government did a good job
distributing a highly complex, incredibly expensive good or service that had an
essentially endless demand? The track record isn't promising.
Bet the price of gasoline went up while you were reading ? Tanks Obama!

resisted colonial encroachment in the
po‘ina nalu (surf zone).
Beginning with Chapter 1, A
Hawaiian History of Surfing, from
ancient with black and white photographs of notable Native Hawaiian
surfers including royalty and moving on
to the modern California surfers and surf
contests. How the 1960 anti-development Save Our Surf, to the successful
professional Hawaiian surfers like Eddie
Aikau, inspired a newfound pride in
Hawaiian cultural identity and finally
the North Shore’s Hui O He‘e Nalu
negotiated some of the stereotypes of
modern day Hawaiian surfers. Walker also discusses the po]ina nalu as a
pu‘uhonua for native Hawaiian surfers, and where it became a place where resistance proved historically meaningful and where colonial hierarchies and categories
could be transposed.
Waves of Resistance is well-researched from written sources, oral interviews,
creating a comprehensive narrative from the Hawaiian surfers’ perspective.
[Waves of Resistance: Surfing and History in Twentieth-Century Hawai‘i; Walker,
Isiah Helekunihi; University of Hawai‘i Press; paper; pp225]

El Dorado Adventist School
Students
Introduction to Guns
A private school in California could soon offer its students a new, decidedly
less traditional subject to add to their curriculum: handguns.
The El Dorado Adventist School, a small, private Seventh-day Adventist
Christian school in Placerville, has reached out to community firearm experts in
the hopes of educating its students on handgun safety.
School principal Larry Ballew said the proposed introductory handgun course
would help students familiarize themselves with the skills and responsibilities necessary for gun ownership. He tapped Big Horn Gun Shop gunsmith, range safety
officer and county concealed weapons permit instructor Geof Peabody [photo
below in white pants] to design and teach the course. [ see Mountain Democrat ]

You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
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Gun Rights Not about Sports, Hunting.
Gun Right Protect us Against Tyranny!

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

ATF is trying to re-define the law?

"We have staked the whole of all our political instiAnd they’ve got their anti-gun sights set on your SHOTGUN.
tutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-governIn January, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
ment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern released a document announcing a study that would dramatically tighten regulaourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves tions on shotguns.
With the tacit approval of the Obama Administration, the ATF hopes to use
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

bureaucratic rule changes to ban the importation and sale of certain shotguns
based on their twisted view of the “sporting purposes” clause in the 1968 Gun
Control Act.
There’s one major problem: the purpose of the Second Amendment is to protect citizens -- like you and me -- from a tyrannical government.
This proposal by the ATF is an all-out flank attack on our right to keep and
bear arms. The ATF’s ridiculously anti-gun study suggests that certain, and in
many cases very random, criteria would make a shotgun unable to be imported.
Those random criteria include:
• Folding, telescoping or collapsible stocks;
• Bayonet lugs;
• Flash suppressors;
• Magazines over 5 rounds, or a drum magazine;
• Integrated rail systems;
• Light enhancing devices;
• Excessive weight (greater than 10 pounds for a 12 gauge);
• Excessive bulk;
• Forward pistol grip.
You read that right. Excessive weight and bulk will get your shotgun banned.
You and I both know, none of the items listed make a firearm more or less
dangerous.
It is a list of completely arbitrary items that have more to do with appearance
than anything substantial.
The ATF might as well say they don’t want anything “black” to be imported
– it would be just as illogical.
But the ATF has made a mistake, and I need you to capitalize on it.
They have opened up a comment period – open until April 30 – by which the
general public can voice their opinions on this “study.”
That means gun owners like you and I, simply MUST make our voices heard
by the anti-gun bureaucrats in Washington. They think that they quietly slip these
regulations through without taxpayers and voters making a fuss. Gun owners
must let them know we’re watching their every move.
Contact the ATF and tell them to keep their hands off your shotgun and to
ditch their ridiculous, anti-gun study.

Got your guns, yet?

MAKAALAS !!

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Great Grandfather’s Drum
Earlier this year, a story celebrating Japanese American culture and history in
Hawai‘i premiered at the historic Iao Theater on Maui. Great Grandfather’s
Drum is an inspiring century-long story of a taiko tradition that has been nurtured
and celebrated by nisei, sansei and yonsei descendants of immigrants from
Japan who toiled in the sugar cane fields
and built a community a century ago.
Photographs of old Maui, stories by
nisei of growing up in the plantation
camps, colorful video of recent obon
celebrations on Maui and the culminating travel to Japan by Maui Taiko members brings together a significant chapter
in Hawaii’s history. The heartwarming
interviews of old timers and young people tell the story of the taiko tradition,
culture and way of life. As obon season
approaches, the meaning of the summer
festival brought to Hawaii by the early
immigrants, was forced out of practice
by the events following Pearl Harbor is
now celebrated by all ethnic groups and
brings together communities as Taiko
and obon celebrations did in the early
1900s . Great Grandfather’s Drum is an inspiring story of struggle and success -of plantation life, patriotism during World War II and helping to create statehood
for Hawai‘i. This 1-hour Public TV documentary celebrating the spirit of Japanese
Americans in Hawaii brings meaning to “Gaman” -- patience and tolerance.

The DVD of Great Grandfather’s Drum is available
--SP
at
www.greatgrandfathersdrum.com.

You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

Molokai High School News

NaRA Ohana Night Thank You

Molokai High School NaRA would like to send out a huge mahalo to all students, teachers, staff, community, and parents who attended our NaRA `Ohana
Night and supported us throughout this year! We have made tons of progress and
it would not have been possible without you! MAHALO!

Molokai High Senior Song Practice
Attention Seniors & Parents! We will have song practices starting April 19th.
Practices will be held Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & Thursdays in the Bandroom
from 2:00PM-3:15PM. If a ride is needed, the MEO bus leaves MHS at 3:30PM.
Students will need to secure a MEO bus pass by filling out an application and
taking it to the MEO office in Ranch Camp...at that time you will be given your
bus pass. MEO applications can be obtained either at the MEO office (in Ranch
Camp) or from Ms. Sawyer in room C102. See you there. If you have any qestions, please call Kai Sawyer at 567-6950.

Molokai High Students Need Support to go to National
History Day Competition in Maryland
Michael Onofrio, Michael Kikukawa, and Laura Buller will represent
Molokai and state of Hawaii at the National History Day competition this summer. We are looking for any donations to help defray some of the expenses to
send these hardworking individuals to national competition. Donations are tax
deductible. If you would like to make a donation, please send donations to:
Friends of Molokai High & Intermediate School
c/o: National History Day Laura Buller
P.O. Box 1618
Kaunakakai, HI 96748

Molokai High School Community Council
Our next meeting for the Molokai High School Community Council will be
Wednesday, May 11, 2011, at 3:15 p.m. in the Molokai High School library.
Public is welcome to attend. Please contact Diane Mokuau at 567-6950 regarding
any questions.

Molokai High Afterschool Tutoring for Math
If you are interested in the tutoring to help with school work just stop on by.
All classes will be held on Wednesday’s in the Math Lounge B101

Molokai High School Hana Hou Tuesday

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 ACRES $9,750! Southern COLORADO. Level valley land on road.
Near high mountains and rivers.
Surveyed. $500 down, $125 monthly.
Owner 806-376-8690.
diane.steed@att.net

Every Tuesday Molokai High School Library is open to the community from
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2 - 8 p.m. for “HANA HOU TUESDAYS".
2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
Linda Yonemura, retired MHS teacher, Karen Harada, MHS ELA teacher &
fully furnished. Carport, storage, launCeriann Espiritu, MHS Class of 2010 will provide assistance for Senior Project,
dry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
personal statements & resumes.
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
Jordan Hao, MHS Class of 2011 will provide assistance in math.
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
Diane Mokuau will help readers of all ages with interactive ebooks.
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or
Refreshments will be provided.

phone 1-808-553-5992.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HELP WANTED
FINAL EXPENSE AGENCY
needs licensed insurance agents – Paid
daily – Agent incentives with growth –
Proven lead system TV & Direct Mail
– Call Laura, 1-800-722-4605

===================
Freedom Is NOT FREE
Enforce the Bill of Rights

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Freedom is not a spectator sport!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An armed man is a Citizen;
un-armed man is a subject.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Molokai High Driver's Education
The Driver Education Program will be offered three times a year. Sometime
during the Fall, Spring and Summer. Announcements will be placed in the school
bulletin as well as the other papers when the class will be offered. Students must
be at least 15.5 years of age and hold a VALID permit. The Fall and Spring
Classes will be limited to 12 students. Email malia_lee@notes.k12.hi.us

Grades and Assignments Online for MHS Students!
Students and parents can access class assignments and grades at
www.engrade.com/molokaihigh. User id and password to students' accounts were
mailed home to parents with qtr. 1 midterm deficiencies. Grade and assignment
information will be updated on the following dates:
Monday, May 16, 2011
Thursday, May 26, 2011
If you need technical assistance, please contact Julia De George at 567-6950
ext. 229.

Molokai High Experiencing Voicemail Difficulties
Please know that you will not be able to leave a voicemail message. Our
office staff is working to ensure that each call is connected to an actual person or
a written message is taken. If you would like to, you may email any teacher at
Molokai High School by typing firstname_lastname@notes.k12.hi.us. To contact
the principal, the email address would be stan_hao@notes.k12.hi.us.
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